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Revolutionary Sports follows the guidance given to us by our Park & Rec, Community Education,
Childcare, and other partners. We are making every effort to provide safe and appropriate
programming and follow their guidance. As an added precaution, we have adopted the following
internal measures to ensure all participants are able to enjoy our classes in a responsible
environment.

MASKS will be worn by coaches for the duration of the program.

● Mask Guidelines for Players for Indoor Programs - All participants must wear a mask the
entire time (including when they are participating).

● Mask Guidelines for Players for Outdoor Programs - Masks are recommended to be worn
when sports participants are not actively practicing or playing and cannot maintain physical
distancing.

SPECTATORS
● Indoor Programs: One parent/guardian is allowed for each participant registered, and

spectators should be wearing masks and maintaining 6 feet of social distancing between
households. RevSports feels a parent/guardian is necessary to provide needed support for
children ages 6 and under.

● Outdoor Programs: Spectators and siblings are allowed to watch, but should be maintaining
6 feet of social distancing between households. Spectators are not required by RevSports to
wear masks, but some partners may require it. RevSports feels a parent/guardian is
necessary to provide needed support for children ages 6 and under.

STAY HOME TO PLAY IT SAFE / MAKE-UPS - Stay home if you are sick, have any COVID-19 related
symptoms, are awaiting test results, or believe you have been exposed to someone with COVID-19. A
make-up day will be offered to those who decide to stay home to play it safe - depending on the
Partner you registered with. Email info@RevSports.org prior to class to let us know you are staying
home and to request a makeup.

SOCIAL DISTANCING - Kids will be spaced out, during instructions and as much as possible during
activities. Most days will end with a scrimmage game. Players that are comfortable playing against
another player will be invited to a small-sided game.

EQUIPMENT SHARING - Sports will be taught with limited equipment sharing, and you are invited to
bring your own equipment.

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html


WATER - Bring your own filled water bottle. Some locations may have their drinking spouts turned
off for safety.


